Although probabilistic programming is widely used for some restricted classes of statistical models, existing systems lack the flexibility and efficiency needed for practical use with more challenging models arising in fields like computer vision and robotics. This paper introduces Gen, a generalpurpose probabilistic programming system that achieves modeling flexibility and inference efficiency via several novel language constructs: (i) the generative function interface for encapsulating probabilistic models; (ii) interoperable modeling languages that strike different flexibility/efficiency tradeoffs; (iii) combinators that exploit common patterns of conditional independence; and (iv) an inference library that empowers users to implement efficient inference algorithms at a high level of abstraction. We show that Gen outperforms state-of-the-art probabilistic programming systems, sometimes by multiple orders of magnitude, on diverse problems including object tracking, estimating 3D body pose from a depth image, and inferring the structure of a time series.
Introduction
Probabilistic modeling and inference are core tools in diverse fields including statistics, machine learning, computer vision, cognitive science, robotics, natural language processing, and artificial intelligence [9, 20, 27, 36, 44, 53, 60] . In the probabilistic modeling and inference paradigm, models correspond to probability distributions, and inference algorithms (often approximately) perform standard operations on distributions, such as conditioning and optimization. To meet the functional requirements of applications, practitioners use a broad range of modeling techniques and approximate inference algorithms. However, implementing inference algorithms is often difficult and error prone. Probabilistic programming systems formalize and simplify the use of probabilistic modeling and inference, by providing modeling languages in which users express models and high-level programming constructs that automate aspects of inference.
However, existing systems are impractical for generalpurpose use. Some systems provide restricted modeling languages that are only suitable for specific problem domains. Others provide 'universal' modeling languages that can represent any model, but support only a limited set of inference algorithms that converge prohibitively slowly. This paper addresses the problem of building a practical, general-purpose probabilistic programming system that achieves both modeling expressiveness and inference efficiency, producing fast and accurate inference results in diverse problem domains.
Key Challenges
This section explores the challenges that expressive modeling languages pose for inference efficiency. We distinguish between two kinds of inference efficiency: inference algorithm efficiency (how many iterations or particles an inference algorithm needs to produce accurate results), and implementation efficiency (how long it takes to run inference for a single iteration or with a single particle). We discuss the unique challenges associated with each.
Inference Algorithm Efficiency Efficient inference typically requires tailoring and tuning the algorithm to the particular model or inference problem. Languages that support a limited model class and only a few inference algorithms can perform some of this tuning automatically to improve efficiency [8, 62] . In contrast, tailoring an algorithm for a model written in a more expressive language is an openended and difficult-to-automate task, which may require combining multiple custom inference strategies [40] . The approach taken in Gen to achieve inference algorithm efficiency is to provide high-level abstractions that enable users to specify custom inference algorithms themselves, while automating optimization, parameter-tuning, and the calculation of probability ratios used in Monte Carlo and variational inference. A key challenge is designing these abstractions so that they are flexible, fast, and easy to use.
Implementation Efficiency A given inference algorithm may converge in a small number of steps, but each step may take a long time to run if the algorithm is implemented using an inefficient system. Implementation efficiency is determined by factors such as the data structures used to store algorithm state, and whether the system exploits caching and incremental computation. Just as dynamic language features can make it difficult to produce optimized machine code in a traditional programming language setting, flexible modeling languages can make it difficult to produce efficient implementations of inference algorithms, which typically leverage static analysis of control flow and dependency relationships between model variables. Therefore, a second key challenge is finding representations for models that allow the system to exploit their special structure whenever possible. The traditional choice, to represent models as program code in an expressive or even Turing-complete modeling language, makes such optimizations difficult, due to the general intractability of detecting non-trivial program properties statically in arbitrary program code.
This Work
To address these challenges, we introduce a novel architecture ( Figure 1 ) for probabilistic programming systems. Our core insight is to represent models not as program code in a Turing-complete modeling language (Figure 1b ), but as black boxes that expose capabilities useful for inference via a common interface ( Figure 1a ). We call these black box models generative functions and we call the interface they satisfy the generative function interface (GFI). Leveraging this interface, we provide tools for (i) constructing models that support efficient implementations of inference operations, and (ii) tailoring inference to improve inference algorithm efficiency.
Tools for Constructing Models
We provide multiple interoperable modeling languages, each striking a different flexibility/efficiency trade-off. A single model can combine code from multiple modeling languages. Compilers for these languages generate implementations of the GFI methods that use model-specific logic for performing common inference operations more efficiently. The resulting generative functions leverage data structures well-suited to the model as well as incremental computation. We also provide model combinators, which capture common modeling patterns involving repeated computation (e.g., a dataset of independently sampled data points) and construct generative functions with inference code that exploits conditional independence.
Tools for Tailoring Inference We provide a high-level library for inference programming, which implements inference algorithm building blocks that interact with models only through the GFI. The library supports a degree of flexibility that is unmatched by existing systems, for example enabling users to design and train custom multi-site Markov chain Monte Carlo proposals with automatic (and efficient) calculation of acceptance probabilities.
Evaluation We evaluate our system, Gen, on several challenging inference problems: estimating 3D body pose from a depth image; robust regression; inferring, in a simulatorbased model, the probable destination of a person or robot traversing its environment; and structure learning for time series data. In each case, Gen outperforms existing probabilistic programming systems, often by one or more orders of magnitude. These gains are enabled by a combination of Gen's (i) inference algorithm efficiency, due to its flexible inference programming capabilities, and (ii) implementation efficiency, due to its generative function combinators and efficient modeling language implementations.
Main Contributions
The contributions of this paper are:
• Gen, a probabilistic programming system embedded in Julia [4] , in which users (i) define models in embedded modeling languages and (ii) implement high-level inference programs in the host language (Section 3).
• The generative function interface, a black box abstraction for probabilistic models that separates logic for efficient computation from inference algorithm design (Section 4).
• Three interoperable modeling languages: one that is Turingcomplete for maximal model expressiveness, one that is amenable to static analysis, and one based on TensorFlow.
• Three generative function combinators (map, unfold, recurse), which produce generative functions that exploit common patterns of conditional independence (Section 5).
• An empirical evaluation of Gen's modeling expressiveness and inference efficiency relative to other systems on five challenging inference problems (Section 7).
Background
This section briefly introduces probabilistic modeling and inference and describes classes of inference tasks that exemplify some of the target use cases for Gen.
Probabilistic Modeling and Inference
Probabilistic modeling and inference is central to various fields including computer vision [27] , robotics [60] , and natural language processing [36] .
Generative Models In probabilistic modeling and inference, uncertain knowledge about a domain is often represented by a joint probability distribution on variables whose values are typically known (observed variables) and variables whose values are typically unknown (latent variables). Such probability distributions, known as generative models 1 , are typically constructed from a combination of prior knowledge and empirical evidence.
Inference Tasks Probability theory provides specifications for various tasks involving generative models including inferring the values of latent variables from values of observed variables given an assumed generative model. This task, which is called posterior inference in the context of Bayesian statistics, requires conditioning the joint distribution over latent and observed variables on the event that the observed variables took certain values. The latent variables may include numerical variables (often called parameters) as well as combinatorial discrete objects (often called structure). Inferences about the latent variables may take the form of (i) samples from the conditional probability distribution on the latent variables, (ii) an analytic representation of the conditional distribution, or (iii) some summary of the conditional distribution, such as the single value with maximum probability (as in maximum a posteriori or 'MAP' inference).
Algorithms for Probabilistic Inference
The probabilistic approach to reasoning defines the mathematical specification for solutions to inference tasks, but efficient algorithms for computing these solutions are only known for models that possess special conditional independence or analytic structure (e.g. discrete-variable treestructured graphical models, linear-Gaussian state-space models, and log-concave likelihood functions). Therefore, a large variety of approximation algorithms have been devised. In this paper we focus on two classes of approximation algorithms for inference with generative models that are broadly applicable and are active areas of research: Monte Carlo and variational inference algorithms.
Monte Carlo Inference Monte Carlo inference algorithms approximate a conditional probability distribution using samples from the distribution or an approximation to the distribution. Monte Carlo algorithms include rejection sampling, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), importance sampling, and sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) including particle filtering [15] . Monte Carlo approaches provide asymptotically exact results and place few requirements on the structure of models. The efficiency of a Monte Carlo algorithm is determined by the choice of proposal distribution, which encodes knowledge about the inference problem that is provided by the user or learned automatically through adaptation.
Variational Inference Variational inference algorithms approximate a conditional probability distribution with a probability mass or density function that is optimized using numerical methods to match as closely as possible with the desired distribution [64] . 
Examples
The remainder of this section introduces five challenging classes of inference tasks and approximate inference approaches for each task. These inference tasks form the basis for the evaluation of Gen (Section 7).
Hierarchical Bayesian Statistics Hierarchical Bayesian statistical models specify a joint probability distribution over latent variables at two or more levels of abstraction. For example, individual data points may be associated with 'local' latent variables, whose prior distributions are in turn parameterized by shared 'global' latent variables that have prior distributions of their own [6] . Examples include Bayesian mixture models and topic models like latent Dirichlet allocation [7] . MCMC and Gibbs sampling [21] in particular have been used for inference in hierarchical Bayesian models for decades [19] . Variational inference, often based on the meanfield assumption, is also popular, particularly for 'big data' applications with millions of data points [6] .
MCMC for Bayesian Structure Learning One approach to inferring the structure of a model from data involves placing a prior distribution on the set of possible structures and jointly inferring the structure and the numerical parameters using MCMC for posterior inference [2, 38, 67] . Distributions from Bayesian nonparametrics are often used to construct prior distributions on infinite sets of possible model structures, such as mixture models with an unbounded number of clusters [47] , or directed graphs with an unknown number of nodes [67] . Recent work represents model structures as elements of formal languages and interprets Bayesian structure learning as a form of program synthesis [54] .
Monte Carlo Techniques for Simulation-Based Models
Many Bayesian statistical models used in the natural sciences are based on stochastic simulators that are not amenable to analytic inference approaches [65] . The task is to infer the parameters that were fed into the simulator, given a prior distribution on the parameters and an observed data set that is assumed to be the simulator output. Inference in such models, often based on Monte Carlo, has running times that are dominated by runs of the simulator. Stochastic simulators have also been used to model the behavior of autonomous agents for motion forecasting and goal inference [12, 28] .
Particle Filtering for State Estimation Tracking the dynamic state (e.g. location) of an object over time from noisy sensor measurements using probabilistic models of the object dynamics and measurement noise is a well-studied problem with applications in various fields including autonomous robotics [60] . Exact inference is usually only possible for restricted classes of dynamics and measurement models, such as the linear-Gaussian models supported by the Kalman filter [32] . Particle filtering is an online sequential Monte Carlo algorithm that supports essentially arbitrary dynamics and measurement models, and can represent posterior distributions with multiple modes, unlike the Kalman filter and its most popular extensions [31] . A key design parameter in a particle filter is the proposal distribution that generates new states at each time step. A generic choice of proposal is forward sampling from the dynamics model, but custom proposals that take into account the latest available measurement can provide orders-of-magnitude improvement in efficiency (e.g. compare FastSLAM and FastSLAM 2.0 [43] ).
Computer Vision via Inverse Graphics Given an image of an object of a known class, an important task in computer vision is to infer the 3D pose parameters of the object relative to the camera, as well as any intrinsic parameters of the object (e.g. the dimensions a table). Popular object classes for applications include furniture and articulated human bodies and hands [13, 58] . A modern 'inverse graphics' approach to this task uses generative probabilistic models that (i) sample object parameters from a prior distribution, (ii) produce a 3D mesh from the object's intrinsic parameters, and (iii) render an image of the object using a graphics engine. Then, object parameters are estimated from an observed image using posterior inference in the generative model [14, 39] . An emerging approach to inference in these models uses 'data-driven' custom proposal distributions trained using supervised learning on joint samples from the generative model to accelerate Monte Carlo algorithms [30, 35] .
Overview
In this section, we illustrate Gen's programming style by walking through an example generative model and two user inference programs for the model. The example in Figure 2 is based on modeling a response variable y as a linear function of an independent variable x. Figure 2a presents the inference problem: given a data set of observed pairs (x i , y i ), the task is to infer the relationship between y and x, as well as identify any data points i that do not conform to the inferred linear relationship (i.e. detect outliers). Figure 2b shows the generative model. Figures 2f and 2g show two user inference programs implemented in Julia. Each of these inference programs implements a different algorithm for solving the inference task and, as a result, exhibits different efficiency characteristics, shown in Figure 2h .
Example Generative Model
We now describe the ideas in Figure 2b in greater detail.
Generative Models are Generative Functions Users define generative models by constructing generative functions.
Here, we build a generative function that represents a joint probability distribution over several random variables: the line parameters slope and intercept, the noise parameters prob_outlier and noise, and the vectors of per-data-point random variables is_outlier 1...n and y 1...n . We do so in three steps, using three of Gen's interoperable tools for constructing models: two modeling languages, and the generative function combinator Map.
Dynamic Modeling Language First, we use Gen's Turingcomplete dynamic modeling language to write the generative function generate_datum (lines 1-9), which represents the conditional distribution of is_outlier and y given an x coordinate, the line parameters, and the noise parameters. Generative functions in this modeling language are identified by an @gen annotation in front of a regular Julia function definition, and describe a distribution implicitly by sampling from it. The generate_datum function samples the random variable is_outlier from a bernoulli distribution with parameter prob_outlier. Then, depending on the result, it samples y either near the line defined by slope and intercept, or from a wide "outlier" distribution centered at 0.
Generative Function Combinators
We next apply the Map combinator (line 11), which accepts as input a generative function (generate_datum) and produces a second generative function (generate_data), which applies the first function repeatedly to a vector of argument values, using independent randomness for each application. The generate_data function represents the conditional distribution of the random vectors is_outlier 1...n and y 1...n , given line parameters, noise parameters, and a vector xs of input values.
Static Modeling Language
We are finally ready to express our complete model as a generative function, model, representing a distribution over all of our random variables, parameterized by a vector of inputs xs (lines [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . We do so using the static modeling language (by using the annotation (static) on line 13), which prohibits control flow constructs like if and for, but generates efficient inference code that leverages specialized data structures and incremental computation, and which can still call other generative functions (like generate_data) that were not written in the static modeling language. The model function first samples parameter values for slope, intercept, noise, and prob_outlier, then calls generate_data to sample is_outlier 1...n and y 1...n conditioned on these parameters.
Addresses of Random Variables Each random variable (or 'random choice') that a generative function samples has a unique address (shown in purple). Within the static and dynamic modeling languages, addresses are assigned with the @trace keyword. For example, the prob_outlier choice (line 17) has address :prob_outlier. In general, the address of a random choice is independent of the name to which it is assigned in the function body (random choices need not even be bound to any identifier in the function body). In the dynamic modeling language, addresses are Julia values that are dynamically computed during function execution, whereas in the static language, they must be literal symbols. Generative functions produced by combinators have their own internal addressing schemes, as described below. [19] [20] . Second, generative functions produced by combinators also give a namespace to each call they makegenerate_data calls generate_datum once for each data point with a unique integer namespace ranging from 1 to 100 (for 100 data points). These namespaced calls result in hierarchical address spaces, as shown in Figure 2c . For example, :data => 2 => :is_outlier refers to the is_outlier random choice for the second data point.
Example User Inference Programs
Figures 2f and 2g show two user inference programs, which are Julia functions that implement different custom algorithms for inference in the generative model. The inference programs take as input a data set containing many (x i , y i ) values and return inferred values for the parameters that govern the linear relationship and the outlier classifications. The inference programs invoke high-level functions provided by Gen, which are shown in bold-face (e.g select, generate). Figure 2e , which reads the previous value of the variable and then proposes its negation by making a random choice at the same address :data => i => :is_outlier. Custom proposal distributions are generative functions written in the same modeling languages used for generative models.
Execution Traces
Using Host Language Abstraction Inference programs use familiar host language constructs, like procedural abstraction (such as reusable Julia code like make_observations and user-defined Gen proposals like is_outlier_proposal) and loop constructs (e.g. to repeatedly invoke nested MCMC and optimization updates). These host language features obviate the need for new and potentially more restrictive 'inference DSL' constructs [18, 40] . Using the host language for inference programming also allows for seamless integration of external code into inference algorithms, illustrated by the least-squares initialization in inference program 2 (line 61).
Performance Depends on the Inference Algorithm As seen in Figure 2h , the two inference programs have different time-accuracy profiles. The generic proposal for the parameters used in inference program 1 causes slow convergence compared to inference program 2. The constructs in Gen make it practical for the user to experiment with and compare various inference strategies for a given model.
Generative Function Interface
The generative function interface (GFI) is a black box abstraction for probabilistic models that provides a barrier between the implementation of modeling languages and the specification of inference algorithms. Generative functions are objects that implement the methods in the GFI and are typically produced by a modeling language compiler. For example, the dynamic modeling language compiler takes a @gen function definition and produces a generative function that implements the GFI. The GFI allows the user to express a wide variety of inference algorithms and algorithm customizations, while enabling model-specific optimizations for implementation efficiency, such as incremental computation.
Formalizing Generative Functions
Choice Map A choice map s is a map from a set of addresses A to a set of values V, where s(a) denotes the value assigned to address a ∈ A. The special value s(a) = ⊥ indicates that s does not assign a meaningful value to a. We define dom Generative Function A generative function G is a tuple G = (X, Y, f , p, q). Here, X and Y are sets that denote the domain of the arguments and the domain of the return value of the function, respectively. Moreover, p : X × S → [0, 1] is a family of probability distributions on choice maps s ∈ S indexed by argument x ∈ X. In words, x are arguments to the generative function and s contains values for all the random choices made during an execution on those arguments. Since p is a distribution, for each x, we have s ∈S p(x, s) = 1. We use the notation p(s; x) p(x, s) to separate the arguments x from the choice map s. The output function f : {(x, s) : x ∈ X, p(s; x) > 0} → Y maps an argument x and a choice map s (containing all of the sampled random choices) to a return value f (x, s) ∈ Y. Finally, q is a family of internal proposal distributions that assigns a probability q(s; x, u) to each choice map s ∈ S for all (x, u) where x ∈ X and where ∃t ∈ S such that p(t; x) > 0 and t u. The proposal distribution q must satisfy (i) s ∈S q(s; x, u) = 1 for all such (x, u); and (ii) q(s; x, u) > 0 if and only if s u and p(s; x) > 0.
Interface Methods
We now describe several GFI methods. Each method takes a generative function G or a trace, as well as method-specific arguments. We will denote a choice map by t if p(t; x) > 0 (for some x ∈ X) when the choice map is 'complete' and by u when the choice map is 'partial'. Because traces contain a complete choice map and arguments, they are denoted (t, x).
generate (obtaining a trace subject to constraints) This method takes a choice map u, arguments x, and returns: (i) a trace (t, x) such that t u, sampled using the internal proposal distribution (denoted t ∼ q(·; x, u)); as well as (ii) a weight w := p(t; x)/q(t; x, u).
propose (proposing a choice map) This method samples a choice map from a generative function G that is used as a proposal distribution and computes the proposal probability. In particular, propose takes arguments x, and returns a choice map t ∼ p(·; x) and a weight w = p(t; x). assess (assessing the probability of a choice map) This method computes (or estimates) the probability that a generative function G produces a given choice map u. It is equivalent to generate except that it only returns the weight w, and not the trace. Note that w is either the exact probability that the choice map u is produced by G (on arguments x) or an unbiased estimate of this probability. Figure 3 illustrates the behavior of update for a trace of a toy generative function. Often, in an invocation of update, the choice map u will contain values for only a small portion of the addresses in t and there will either be no change from x to x ′ or the change will be 'small' in some sense. In these cases, information about the change from x to x ′ can be used to make the implementation of update more efficient. To exploit this invocation pattern for performance gains, update accepts an argdiff value ∆(x, x ′ ) which contains information about the change in arguments (when available). To enable compositional implementations of update, it also returns a retdiff value ∆(y, y ′ ) that contains information about the change in return value (when available).
choice_gradients (differentiation)
This method computes gradients of the log probability of a trace with respect to the values of the arguments x and/or the values of random choices. In particular, choice_gradients takes a trace (t, x) and a set of addresses B whose gradients are desired. It returns the gradient ∇ B log p(t; x) of log p(t; x) with respect to the selected addresses as well as the gradient ∇ x log p(t; x) with respect to the arguments. choice_gradients also accepts an optional return value gradient ∇ y J (for some function J ) in which case it returns ∇ B (log p(t; x)+J ) and ∇ x (log p(t; x)+J ). For ∇ B log p(t; x) to be defined, random choices in B must have differentiable density functions with respect to a base measure, and p(t; x) is a joint density with respect to the induced base measure on choice maps, derived from the base measures for individual addresses. A formal measuretheoretic treatment of generative functions is future work.
Implementing a Metropolis-Hastings Update
The GFI provides building blocks for implementing probabilistic inference algorithms. For example, the inference library's implementation of a Metropolis-Hastings (MH) update with a custom proposal (used in Figure 2 ) is shown below. We call propose on the generative function proposal to generate the proposed choice map (u) and the forward proposal probability (fwd_score). The update method takes the previous model trace (trace) and the proposed choice map, and returns (i) a new trace that is compatible with the proposed choice map; (ii) the model's contribution (w) to the MH acceptance probability; and (iii) the discard choice map (v), which would have to be proposed to reverse the move. Then, assess computes the reverse proposal probability (rev_score). Finally, we randomly accept or reject the change according to the MH acceptance probability (alpha). Note that all probabilities and weights are in log-space. 
Compositional Implementation Strategy
For the current built-in modeling languages, GFI methods are implemented by recursively calling the same GFI method for each generative function call site. Recall that the address hierarchy mirrors the call hierarchy (see e.g. Figure 2c ). Execution traces are also hierarchical and have a 'sub-trace' for each generative function call in the call hierarchy. When a modeling language compiler produces a generative function G, it can treat any generative function that is called by G as a black box that implements the GFI. This design enables (i) generative functions defined using different modeling languages to invoke one another and (ii) specialized GFI implementations for generative function combinators.
Generative Function Combinators
Iterative inference algorithms like MCMC or MAP optimization often make small adjustments to the execution trace of a generative function. For example, consider the call to metropolis_hastings in Figure 2f , Line 50. This call proposes a change to the :is_outlier choice for a single data point (i) and then invokes update. Because data points are conditionally independent given the parameters, an efficient implementation that exploits incremental computation would scale as O (1), whereas a naive implementation that always visits the entire trace would scale as O(n) where n is the number of data points.
To provide proper asymptotic scaling, we introduce generative function combinators, which provide efficient implementations of update (and other GFI methods) by exploiting common patterns of repeated computation and conditional independence that arise in probabilistic models. A generative function combinator takes as input a generative function G k , (called a "kernel") and returns a new generative function G ′ that repeatedly applies the kernel according to a particular pattern of computation. The GFI implementation for G ′ automatically exploits the static pattern of conditional independence in the resulting computation, leveraging argdiff and retdiff to provide significant gains in scalability. We next describe three examples of generative function combinators.
Map The Map combinator (Figure 4a ) constructs a generative function G ′ that independently applies a kernel G k from X to Y to each element of a vector of inputs (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and returns a vector of outputs (y 1 , . . . , y n ) . Each application of G k is assigned an address namespace i ∈ {1 . . . n}. The implementation of update for Map only makes recursive GFI calls for the kernel on those applications i for which the choice map u contains addresses under namespace i, or for which x i x ′ i . The update method accepts an argdiff value ∆(x, x ′ ) that indicates which applications i have x i x ′ i , and a nested argdiff value ∆(x i , x ′ i ) for each such application.
Unfold The Unfold combinator (Figure 4b ) constructs a generative function G ′ that applies a kernel G k repeatedly in sequence. Unfold is used to represent Markov chains, a common building block of probabilistic models, with statespace Y and transition kernel
The generative function produced by this combinator takes as input the initial state y 0 ∈ Y, parameters z ∈ Z, and the number of Markov chain steps n to apply. Each kernel application is given an address namespace i ∈ {1 . . . n}. Starting with initial state y 0 , Unfold repeatedly applies G k to each state and returns the vector of states (y 1 , . . . , y n ). The custom GFI implementation in Unfold exploits the conditional independence of applications i and j given the return value of an intermediate application l, where i < l < j. The retdiff values returned by the kernel applications are used to determine which applications require a recursive call to the GFI.
Recurse The Recurse combinator (Figure 4c ) takes two kernels, a production kernel G p k and a reduction kernel G r k , and returns a generative function G ′ that (i) recursively applies G p k to produce a tree of values, then (ii) recursively applies G r k to reduce this tree to a single return value. Recurse is used to implement recursive computation patterns including probabilistic context free grammars, which are a common building block of probabilistic models [17, 25, 33] . Letting b be the maximum branching factor of the tree, G input output 
Implementation
This section describes an implementation of the above design, called Gen, that uses Julia as the host language, and includes three interoperable modeling languages embedded in Julia.
Dynamic Modeling Language (DML)
The DML is shallowly embedded in Julia and uses dynamically computed addresses. The compiler produces generative functions whose traces are hash tables containing one entry for each generative function call and each random choice, where keys are relative addresses (Figure 2c ). Each GFI method is implemented in Julia code that is effectively generated by applying a distinct transformational compiler to the body of the generative function. This is related to a standard probabilistic programming system architecture [66] , except that in the standard architecture, transformational compilers produce generic inference algorithms and not primitives for composing inference algorithms. In the DML, reverse-mode automatic differentiation uses a tape of boxed values constructed with operator overloading. The internal proposal distribution is ancestral sampling [34] .
Static Modeling Language (SML)
The SML is a subset of the DML designed to support straightforward static analysis. Function bodies must be static single assignment basic blocks, and addresses must be literal symbols (model in Figure 2b is an example). These restrictions enable static inference of the address space of random choices, which enables specialized fast trace implementations; as well as static information flow analysis for efficient implementations of update. The compiler generates an information flow intermediate representation (IR) based on a directed acyclic graph with nodes for generative function calls, Julia expressions, and random choices. Traces are efficient Julia struct types that are generated statically for each function. A custom JIT compiler, implemented with Julia's multi-stage programming features, generates Julia code for each GFI method that is specialized to the generative function. For update the compiler uses the IR and the address schema (the set of top-level addresses) of the choice map u to identify statements that do not require re-evaluation. This avoids the runtime overhead of dynamic dependency tracking [40] , while still exploiting fine-grained conditional independencies in basic blocks.
TensorFlow Modeling Language (TML)
The TML encapsulates pure-functional TensorFlow (TF, [1] ) computations as generative functions (example in Figure 5c ). This permits scalable use of deep neural networks within models and proposal distributions. The TML consists of the TF Python API and TFFunction, which constructs a generative function from nodes in a pure-functional TensorFlow computation graph: (i) TF 'variables' are trainable parameters 2 of the generative function, (ii) TF 'placeholders' are inputs to the function, and (iii) there is a node that defines the return value. Although TML functions do not make random choices, the GFI enables automatic differentiation to compose across TF computations and code written in other modeling languages.
Inference Library Gen's built-in inference library supports diverse inference algorithms, including importance sampling and Metropolis-Hastings using generic or custom proposal distributions, MAP optimization using gradients, training proposal distributions using amortized inference [59] , particle filtering [15] including custom proposals and rejuvenation moves, MALA [52] , Hamiltonian Monte Carlo [16] , custom reversible jump MCMC samplers [24] , and black box variational inference [50] .
Evaluation
We evaluated Gen on a benchmark set of five challenging inference problems. For each problem, we compared the efficiency of inference algorithms implemented in Gen with the efficiency of implementations in other probabilistic programming systems. We compared Gen with Venture [40] (which introduced programmable inference), Edward [61] (which is built on TensorFlow), Turing [18] (which like Gen is embedded in Julia), Anglican [68] (which is embedded in Clojure), and Stan [8] (which statically compiles inference). The evaluation shows that Gen significantly outperforms Venture, Turing, and Anglican in all comparisons-often by multiple orders of magnitude. Stan and Edward can solve only one of the five benchmark problems, and Gen performs competitively with them on that problem. The efficiency gains in Gen derive from greater inference programming flexibility and performant system architecture. The Gen system and benchmarks are available at https://probcomp.github.io/Gen. The remainder of this section summarizes the results.
Robust Bayesian Regression
The first benchmark is a simple robust regression problem. The aim is to infer the slope and intercept from noisy linear data with several outliers. Table 1a shows a comparison of Gen and Venture on an uncollapsed variant of the model that contains explicit discrete random choices which indicate whether each data point is an inlier or an outlier. Gen's implementation using the SML and the Map combinator gives a >200x speedup over Venture for two identical inference algorithms (Metropolis-Hastings with a custom proposal and gradient-based optimization). The incremental computation optimizations enabled by the SML and the Map combinator give a roughly 100x speedup over the DML implementation, which does not exploit incremental computation and scales as O(n 2 ) where n is the number of observed data points (n is ∼500 in the experiments). Table 1b shows a comparison of Gen with Stan, Edward, Anglican, and Venture on a collapsed variant of the model, where the discrete random choices for the outlier indicators are manually eliminated from the model by summing them out. For each system we measured the runtime needed to exceed an accuracy threshold on heldout data. Gen, Edward, and Stan (which cannot express the uncollapsed variant) give comparable results, all of which are 10x faster than Anglican and many orders of magnitude faster than Venture. 
Structure Learning for Gaussian Processes
We next consider inference in a state-of-the-art structure learning problem. The task is to infer the covariance function of a Gaussian process (GP) model of a time series data set, where the prior on covariance functions is defined using a probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG). The inferred covariance function can then be used to make forecast predictions, shown in the left panel of Figure 6 . This task has been studied in machine learning [17] and probabilistic programming [54, 57] . The right panel of Figure 6 shows the runtime versus forecasting error achieved by three MCMC algorithms for this model implemented in Gen, which use different custom schedules of MCMC updates to the parse tree of the PCFG: (i) choosing a subtree to replace uniformly at random ('unbiased'); (ii) choosing a subtree to replace with probability that decreases exponentially in depth ('biased'); and (iii) always re-generating the entire parse tree ('full').
The flexibility of inference programming in Gen allows us to easily assess the time-accuracy trade-offs of these algorithms: The 'unbiased' and 'biased' schedules give comparable efficiency, and are more efficient than the 'full' schedule. We compared the runtime of the Gen implementation to Venture and hand-coded Julia implementations (all using the 'unbiased' schedule). We evaluate Gen implementations with and without Gen's Recurse combinator (Figure 4c) The right plot shows a comparison of runtime versus prediction error on held-out data, according to three inference algorithms for GP structure learning implemented in Gen. 
Algorithmic Model of an Autonomous Agent
We next consider MCMC inference in a model that is based on a simulator [12] . The model assumes a uniform prior distribution on the destination of an autonomous agent in a two-dimensional scene, and assumes that the agent moves from its starting location to its destination by following a path produced by a path planning algorithm based on rapidly exploring random trees (RRT, [37] ). The task is to infer the destination of the agent from noisy measurements of its location over time. We evaluated two Gen implementations and one Turing implementation of the same MCMC inference algorithm, which includes a cycle of three Metropolis-Hastings updates to: (i) the destination, (ii) the speed of the agent, and (iii) the measurement noise. All implementations used the same Julia path planner implementation, which makes thousands of random choices and dominates the running time of the algorithm, but is not instrumented 3 by Gen or Turing. The results (Figure 7) show that the Gen SML implementation outperforms the DML implementation by ∼3x. This is because the SML uses static analysis of the model to avoid re-running the path planning algorithm when updating the speed and measurement noise variables. Both Gen implementations outperformed the Turing implementation. 
Nonlinear State-Space Model
We next consider particle filtering for object tracking in a nonlinear state-space model. An object is assumed to move along a piecewise-linear path at constant speed with Gaussian noise added to the distance traveled at each time step. The measurement model also assumes additive Gaussian noise. The task is to track the object over time along its assumed path. We evaluated two particle filtering inference algorithms implemented in Gen. The first uses a generic proposal distribution based on simulating the dynamics and the second uses a custom proposal derived by manual analysis of the model and expressed in Gen's DML. We compared these implementations to particle filtering implementations in Turing, Anglican, and Venture, none of which support custom particle filtering proposals. The results (Table 3) show that the custom proposal gives accurate results in an order of magnitude less time than the generic proposal. Furthermore, the Gen implementation using the generic proposal significantly outperforms the Anglican, Turing, and Venture implementations of the same algorithm.
Estimating 3D Body Pose from a Depth Image
We next consider a computer vision task [70] . The model ( Figure 5 ) assumes a 3D articulated mesh model of a human body, parametrized by pose variables such as joint rotations, and a rendering process by which the mesh projects onto a depth image. The task is to infer the underlying 3D pose parameters from an observed depth image. We implemented two importance sampling (IS) algorithms: (i) a Turing implementation using a generic proposal (the prior), and (ii) a Gen implementation using a custom proposal that employs a deep neural network trained variationally on data simulated from the model. Neither Turing, Venture nor Anglican support custom IS proposals. The Gen proposal is a DML generative function that invokes a TML generative function. The Gen inferences are much more accurate than the Turing inferences for the same running time (Figures 5f and 5g ).
Related Work
Researchers have introduced many probabilistic programming systems over the last 20 years [8, 18, 22, 23, 40-42, 48, 49, 56, 61, 68] . We relate them to Gen along several axes.
System Architecture Gen's system architecture is a significant departure from existing work in probabilistic programming. Many recent systems [18, 23, 68] follow the sample/observe paradigm [63] , in which probabilistic model code makes calls to sample and observe functions and is compiled to continuation-passing form. In the language backend, inference algorithms are implemented by intercepting program execution at each sample or observe checkpoint. In Gen, there is no single notion of "probabilistic model code. " Instead, Gen supports an extensible family of modeling languages and combinators, which produce as output generative functions (Julia objects that conform to the generative function interface). Because the inference library is implemented atop that interface, it can be used to perform inference on any generative function. This architectural design permits a high level of extensibility, with new modeling languages, compiler optimizations, inference algorithms, combinators, and more-all of which can be added in new libraries and modules without modifying Gen's system code.
Inference Implementation Efficiency For efficient implementation of MCMC or MAP updates that act on a subset of variables in a model, many probabilistic programming systems (including Gen) incrementally compute probability ratios and trace updates [29, 40, 51, 69] . However, existing systems either lack Gen's modeling flexibility [29] , are restricted to single-variable updates [51, 69] , and/or have very high runtime overhead [40] . Gen's use of static analysis, JIT compilation, generative function combinators, and argdiffs provides a unique combination of implementation efficiency and flexibility of updates.
Customizing Inference Algorithms Most probabilistic programming systems, including Church [22] , Stan [8] , and Anglican [68] , provide a fixed set of built-in, generic inference algorithms. This approach can be effective for restricted classes of problems, but generic algorithms frequently cannot satisfy the speed and accuracy requirements of real-world applications. Gen addresses this problem by building on Venture's programmable inference [40] approach, in which users specify custom inference algorithms by writing high-level inference programs. Systems besides Venture that provide some degree of inference programmability include WebPPL [23] , Edward [61] , Pyro [5] , and Turing [18] . Inference programming techniques include Monte Carlo or variational guide programs [5, 23, 61] , drift kernels for MCMC [3, 18, 23, 61] and scheduling inference tactics [18, 40, 61] .
Gen offers significantly more affordances for customizing inference than other systems. In Venture, a fixed set of Monte Carlo proposal distributions and variational approximations are built into the system implementation. In Gen, users specify custom proposal distributions and variational approximations as generative functions. This is more expressive than Pyro [5] 's guide programs, which cannot be used with MCMC or sequential Monte Carlo (SMC). Custom inference techniques that are unique to Gen include custom Metropolis-Hastings (MH) proposals that update multiple variables at a time or make transdimensional moves (with automated acceptance probability calculation), incremental inference [10] , applying inference tactics to arbitrary subsets of variables, and custom rejuvenation moves within SMC.
In Venture and Turing, inference programs are written in specialized domain-specific languages. In contrast, Gen inference programs are simply Julia programs that invoke inference library routines. This allows use of inference techniques not explicitly built into Gen's inference library. For example, Gen inference programs can initialize MCMC with an external numerical optimization routine or perform simulated annealing by following a temperature schedule even though Gen currently has no simulated annealing routine.
Coverage of Inference Algorithms Some systems, including Pyro and Edward, support both Monte Carlo and variational inference. However, Gen's support for Monte Carlo inference is significantly more flexible and complete than that of Pyro and Edward: Neither supports SMC, Pyro supports only generic MCMC algorithms like Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, and Edward's support for MH is not well developed for models with stochastic control flow. Gen's support for low-variance gradient estimates for scalable variational inference is currently less developed than that of Pyro and Edward. However, Gen's architecture makes it feasible to add advanced variational techniques without modifying Gen's modeling language implementations. Because Gen's inference library offers primitives for Monte Carlo and variational methods using the same abstractions, Gen inference programs can combine these methods to achieve the asymptotic accuracy of Monte Carlo inference and the efficiency of variational inference (e.g. see Section 7.5).
Statistical and Symbolic Optimizations One route to efficient inference algorithms is to automatically detect probabilistic relationships between model variables and perform meaning-preserving program transformations that simplify inference. In simple models, these techniques can even produce exact inference results. Systems that take this approach include Birch [45] , which exploits conjugate prior relationships between model variables, and Hakaru [46] , which can simplify algebraic expressions and symbolically disintegrate some models. But these systems have little or no support for custom inference programming, and in some cases, restrict the modeling language to make static analysis easier. A promising avenue of future research would be to support these techniques in a Gen modeling language that compiles to a generative function; this would enable these optimized models to be composed with other generative functions and used with Gen's entire inference library.
Conclusion
This paper describes Gen's flexible and extensible modeling and inference capabilities, and shows that Gen outperforms state-of-the-art probabilistic programming systems on problems such as object tracking, estimating 3D body pose from a depth image, and inferring the structure of a time series. Gen's extensibility offers new avenues for researchers and practitioners alike. For example, it is feasible to add embedded domain-specific modeling languages to Gen, each implementing the generative function interface, that capture problem structure from domains such as computer vision [35] and data modeling for databases [54] . It is also feasible to add inference languages that support verification [3] . Building DSLs on top of Gen allows for reuse of the inference library and reuse of tools for inspection and testing [11] . We hope the Gen system is a significant step towards making probabilistic programming suitable for general-purpose use.
